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A1  Pool Vehicle (vehicle is available for general use)

B1  Passenger Carrying Vehicle (assigned to employee, parked at office)

B2  Non-Passenger Carrying Vehicle (assigned to employee, parked at office)

C1  Perquisite – Must receive written permission from DMS Specialized Services

C2  Law enforcement (assigned to employee who is subject to emergency calls from his residence for law enforcement)

C3  Emergency service (assigned to employee who is subject to emergency calls from his residence for the protection of life or property)

C4  Employee’s home is office (parked at home when not in use)

E1  Mission support (vehicle is used to support agency’s mission, but is not available for general use, is not assigned to an employee, and is not used for law enforcement or emergency services)

E2  Law enforcement support (vehicle is used to support law enforcement activities, but is not available for general use and is not assigned to an employee)

E3  Emergency service support (vehicle is used to support activities for the protection of life or property, is not available for general use, and is not assigned to an employee)

SS  Special Security. Allows employee to take vehicle home for security reasons. Must receive written permission from Bureau of Motor Vehicles and Watercraft.

F1/C3  Emergency or firefighting service (assigned to employee who is subject to emergency calls from his residence for the protection of life or property)

F2/C3  Emergency or firefighting service (assigned to employee who is subject to emergency calls from his residence under extreme weather conditions for the protection of life or property)

F3/E3  Emergency or firefighting service support (vehicle is used to support activities for the protection of life or property, is not available for general use, and is not assigned to an employee)

F4  Firefighting equipment on lease to state entity or cooperator where no vehicle usage log or preventative maintenance information is required to be submitted and recorded in FLEET.